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Treasury Yields Moved Gradually Higher as Accelerating Vaccinations and Another Dose of Fiscal Stimulus Energized Hopes for a Stronger Economic Recovery

Treasury yields rose and stocks gained ground as economic optimism increased in March on rising vaccinations and the passage of trillions more in fiscal stimulus. While
new daily cases had turned higher by the end of the month, an accelerating vaccine rollout helped buoy optimism that the U.S. pandemic situation was improving, despite
the rise of new variants that have buffeted Europe's recovery and led to a transatlantic divergence. After falling below 52k in the middle of the month, the lowest since
October, the seven-day average for new U.S. infections rose back above 64k. However, daily vaccinations continued to tower over new infections. The seven-day average
for vaccine doses administered rose from 1.74mm to 2.82mm by the end of March. With his previous goal of achieving 100mm vaccine doses in his first 100 days as
president, President Biden raised the target to 200mm shots and said he expects 90 percent of adults will be eligible for a vaccine by April 19.

Accelerating vaccinations and the larger-than-expected stimulus package which was signed by the President in the first half of the month are key reasons why most
economic forecasts have brightened since the start of the year. The $1.9t bill unleashed another round of direct checks to many Americans, extended the $300 weekly
federal unemployment supplement through early September, included $360b in funds for municipalities, provided more than $200b for schools, and spent nearly the same
amount in support of medical efforts, including vaccine distribution. The legislation bypassed Republican opposition by means of reconciliation, allowing the bill to become
law with the support of 50 Democratic Senators and a tie-breaking vote from Vice President Harris. While data showed consumer income and spending both declined in
February, most acutely because of the unwind of effects from December's aid package, the new bill is expected to lead to a sharp recovery in the next report.

An improving pandemic and additional fiscal support drove the Fed to project a sharper recovery this year than they had forecasted at the end of 2020. Many of the
monthly economic reports were related to activity in February and reflected a negative impact from the winter storms. However, more timely data from early March
showed activity picking back up after the cold snap. The Fed’s official statement acknowledged those facts on the ground, that the recovery had “turned up recently,” but
showed consensus support for keeping current policy and forward guidance on rates and asset purchases unchanged. Updated forecasts showed the median Fed official
expects the economy to recover 6.5% this year, a better result than the 4.2% increase in GDP projected in December. Stronger growth could drop unemployment to 4.5%
by the end of the year, down from December’s forecast for 5.0%, and lead to firmer core inflation, up from 1.8% to 2.2% in the March projections. However, and key in
understanding the Fed’s latest rate forecasts, the firmer inflation is expected to moderate to 2.0% in 2020 and remain stable. Market inflation expectations moved up amid
the March developments and had become a hot topic of debate. However, considering the new focus on seeing actual inflation before raising rates, as opposed to the
previous paradigm of preempting the possibility of inflation as unemployment declines towards a modeled estimate of max employment, the median dot in the Fed’s rate
plot still called for no rate increases through 2023.

With the U.S. pandemic seemingly headed in a better direction and policymakers in no hurry to impede the recovery, in fact the White House ended the month with a
proposal to spend over $2.2t more on infrastructure as part of a broader recovery plan, the 10-year Treasury yield rose from 1.41% to 1.74%. While higher rates led to
some volatility in equity markets, the S&P 500 registered a solid 4.2% gain. Tech shares within the index, which depend more heavily on low rates and have benefited from
the shift to working and shopping from home, nursed a modest 1.6% gain in March. Cyclical sectors, which should thrive as the economy reopens, notched solid gains.
Industrials rose 8.8% from February, energy companies gained 2.7%, and financials added 5.6%, helped out by a steepening curve. With the Fed’s new rate projections
keeping the 2-year Treasury yield largely unchanged, the spread between the 2-year and 10-year yields widened from 127 bps to 158 bps, a new high since July 2015.
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House passed $1.9t stimulus 
bill; J&J vaccine received FDA
emergency approval

ISM Manufacturing 
Index rose more than 
expected in February 
to 60.8 (matched best 
level since 2004)

TX, MS lifted mask 
mandates, most 
business restrictions

ADP said 
117k private 
jobs were 
added in 
February 
(exp. +205k)

ISM services index fell 
unexpectedly in 
February to its lowest 
level since May

Contrary to some market 
speculation, Fed Chair Powell 
didn't hint at a policy change 
to address rising long-term 
interest rates

February's payroll report was surprisingly strong, even 
with a drag from weather and government jobs; 
payrolls grew 379k as private payrolls jumped 465k 
(both expected +200k); unemployment fell from 6.3% to 
6.2% Senate passed its 

version of a $1.9t 
stimulus bill

Treasury's Yellen 
said post-stimulus 
focus will be on 
"Build Back 
Better" recovery 
plan

Core CPI inflation was soft, falling 
from 1.4% to 1.3% in February, as 
cooling goods prices offset firming in 
some services categories

12-month federal deficit swelled 
to $3.55t, or 16.5% of GDP (both 
records), just before the House 
passed the Senate-revised $1.9t 
stimulus bill

ECB said it would 
quicken PEPP asset 
purchases to 
address rising long-
term rates, but 
noted outlook risks 
were more balanced

President Biden signed 
the stimulus bill

Retail sales and industrial
production disappointed in 
February, reflecting a 
significant impact of winter 
storms

Many EU countries 
suspended use of 
AstraZeneca's vaccine 
on blood clotting 
concerns

The Fed said activity "turned up recently" and projected stronger 
2021 growth and lower unemployment going forward; while several 
dots drifted higher, the median still showed no rate increase with 
inflation expected to remain tame

The Fed announced an 
emergency exemption 
for Treasurys and 
reserves from SLR 
calculations would 
expire 3/31 as planned

Consistent with recent weeks'
reports, February data generally 
appeared to be held back by weather 
while more timely surveys showed 
activity picking back up in March

White House 
advisers
reportedly 
were crafting 
$3t spending 
plan

U.S. Markit PMIs rose in March, 
services to an 80-month high

4Q GDP 
revised up 
from 4.1% to 
4.3% on 
inventories

White House 
unveiled details 
of $2.25t 
American Jobs 
Plan to boost U.S. 
infrastructure

Personal income and 
spending both 
declined in February 
after stimulus-fueled 
gains in January
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Yield axis range widened by 
10 bps relative to February's 
Monthly Review

Yield axis range widened by 
10 bps relative to February's 
Monthly Review

Yield axis range narrowed by 
100 bps relative to February's 
Monthly Review

Yield axis range narrowed by 
100 bps relative to February's 
Monthly Review



Value
Dow Jones 32,982 6.62% h 7.76% h 7.76% h
S&P 500 3,973 4.24% h 5.77% h 5.77% h
Nasdaq 13,247 0.41% h 2.78% h 2.78% h

Stoxx Europe 600 430 6.08% h 7.66% h 7.66% h
China CSI 300 5,048 -5.40% i -3.13% i -3.13% i
Nikkei 225 29,179 0.73% h 6.32% h 6.32% h

Yield

U.S. 2-year 0.16% 3.3 h 3.9 h 3.9 h
U.S. 5-year 0.94% 20.8 h 57.9 h 57.9 h
U.S. 10-year 1.74% 33.6 h 82.7 h 82.7 h

German 10-year -0.29% -3.2 i 27.7 h 27.7 h
U.K. 10-year 0.85% 2.5 h 64.8 h 64.8 h
French 10-year -0.05% -3.5 i 29.2 h 29.2 h
Italian 10-year 0.67% -9.3 i 12.5 h 12.5 h
Japanese 10-year 0.10% -6.7 i 7.4 h 7.4 h

Value
WTI Crude 59.16$ -3.80% i 21.93% h 21.93% h
U.S. Dollar 93.23 2.59% h 3.66% h 3.66% h
Gold Spot 1,708 -1.52% i -10.04% i -10.04% i
Commodity Index 83.44 -2.15% i 6.91% h 6.91% h

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production Core PCE YoY

February
1.4%

Down 0.07%

January
-68.2B
-1.2B

February February
379k 6.2%

February
-3.5%

March
109.7

Up 19.3 pts

February
-6.6%

Nonfarm Payrolls

Treasury Notes Intraday Ranges:  52-Week Yield Range / Monthly Yield Range / Last Traded Yield

Commodity Performance
MTD Change

(in bps)

QTD Change

Global Sovereign Debt Performance

Down 0.1%

February
-18.2%

MTD Change QTD Change YTD Change

Consumer Confidence

(in bps)

Unemployment Rate

ISM Non-Manufacturing

MTD Change QTD Change YTD Change
Global Stock PerformanceTreasury Month-Over-Month

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.

YTD Change

(in bps)

February
-3.1%

Core Capital Goods Orders     Trade Balance

February
-0.8%

February
55.3

-3.4 pts

February
60.8

+2.1 pts
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2-Year Treasury
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5-Year Treasury

0.19% on 
8/04/2020

0.95% on 
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0.5% on 
8/06/2020
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1.74%
1.77%

10-Year Treasury 

1.77% on 
3/30/2021
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Monthly payroll growth beat expectations despite a drag from winter 
weather and drop in education jobs that combined to partially offset 

even stronger private payroll growth

Biggest gain since 2004; new 
high for the pandemic

Many reports for February reflected the negative effects of winter weather that 
gripped much of the country for several days; the weakness was generally 

dismissed as temporary 

Services was the lowest since May; Manufacturing 
matched the best level since 2004

Yield axis range widened by 
25 bps relative to February's 
Monthly Review


